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IB Learner Profile
As IB learners we strive to be:

In a dynamic world, we must
challenge learners of today to
inspire them to be the
change-makers of tomorrow. We
believe there is a leader in everyone
so we empower our learners with
strong skills and a sense of self for a
life filled with opportunity and
meaning.

The aim of all IB programmes is to
develop internationally minded
people who, recognising their
common humanity and shared
guardianship of the planet, help
create a better and more
Peaceful world

Communicators

Reflective

Inquirers

Balanced

Open-minded

Caring

Principled

Knowledgeable

Risk-takers

Thinkers
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The learner profile in action: Feedback and Marking Practices
Learner Profile

Strategic plan

Attributes

QA Sidra believes;

QAS learners act with integrity,
honesty, and with a strong sense of
fairness, justice and respect for the
dignity of the individual, groups and
communities. They take responsibility
for their own actions and the
consequences that accompany them

Qatar Academy Sidra’s Marking and
Feedback Practices & Protocols align
with the IB philosophy, values, and
beliefs.
We are collectively responsible for
ensuring our learners experience
personal success in a meaningful
way.

QAS learners develop their natural
curiosity. They acquire the skills
necessary to conduct inquiry and
research and show independence in
learning. They actively enjoy learning
and this love of learning will be

Learning at QAS is through
inquiry and we believe this
supports deeper levels of
conceptual understanding . As a
community of educators we use
feedback to build a dynamic and
responsive student learning
environment for the individual
to thrive.

Principled

sustained throughout their lives.

Inquirers
QAS Learners use critical and creative
thinking skills to analyse and take
action on complex problems. We
exercise initiative in taking responsible
action on complex problems. We
exercise initiative in making reasoned,
ethical decisions.

QA Sidra recognizes that feedback,
feedforward and marking can help
students to succeed in building a
growth mindset.

QAS learners are challenged to
thoughtfully consider the world and
our own ideas and experience. We
work to understand our strengths and
weaknesses in order to support our
learning and personal development.

QA Sidra students reflect on all sources
of feedback to create an inclusive
safe-haven where all learners can be
academically successful and well-being
is placed first.

Thinker

Reflective
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Qatar Foundation Pre- University Feedback and Marking
Vision
Leading Learning

Assessment Policy and Procedures
Qatar Academy Sidra adheres to the QF PUE Assessment Policy and Procedures. The PUE
Assessment Policy sets forth the general principles for assessment in QF schools. The PUE
Assessment Procedures Manual is intended to provide uniformity of expectations among QF Schools,
while at the same time allowing for individual schools to promulgate procedures that reflect the
uniqueness of their school environment.
Document

Updated

PUE Assessment Policy

March 2018
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Qatar Academy Sidra Feedback and Marking
QA Sidra Vision (our aspiration)
Leading Learning to ensure our graduates are kind responsible citizens who achieve their academic
and personal potential to engage in meaningful lives in the service of the well-being of humanity.

QA Sidra Purpose Statement (our why)
In a dynamic world, we challenge learners of today to inspire them to be the change-makers of tomorrow.
We believe there is a leader in everyone so we empower our learners with strong skills and a sense of self for
a life filled with opportunity and meaning.

Slogan: ‘Challenging, inspiring and empowering roots to grow and wings to fly’

QAS Core Values
Kindness, Unity, Respect and Integrity. These core values are demonstrated through the IB Learner
Profile.
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General Data Usage Statement
It is important to provide constructive feedback to pupils, focusing on success and improvement
needs against learning objectives. This enables pupils to become reflective learners and helps them
to close the gap between what they can currently do and what we would like them to be able to do.
“To be effective, feedback needs to be clear, purposeful, meaningful, and compatible with students’ prior
knowledge and to provide logical connections.” John Hattie, The Power of Feedback

Purpose
Marking and feedback should:
1. Be manageable for teachers and accessible to pupils;
2. Relate to the learning objectives and comment on attainment within the context of the
learning objective;
3. Give recognition and praise for achievement and clear strategies for improvement;
4. Allow specific time for pupils to read, reflect and respond to marking;
5. Inform future planning and group target setting;
6. Where possible use consistent methods across the school;
7. Be seen by pupils as a positive approach to improving their learning.

Each department, division and programme has individual guidelines for how they give feedback and
feedforward on student work. All departments and grade levels use a variety of feedback methods
and they all give time for pupil responses.




Forms of marking/feedback/feedforward

Including but not limited to:


Verbal Feedback

It is important for pupils to have verbal feedback from the teacher working with them.
The teacher might initially talk to the pupil about how they have met the learning objective, or used
the rubric to guide inquiry. The teacher might then question the student about a specific part of the
work. This may be to guide the understanding or to extend the student’s learning further


Summative Marking/Feedback

This usually consists of feedback against a pre-shared rubric and a brief acknowledgement of the work
undertaken. Depending on the grade level this can result in a criteria grade on the appropriate IB scale,
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or an understanding of progression along the developmental continuum. In some cases this may take
the form of a test that can also be marked by the teacher or the students, as a class or in groups.


Formative Marking/Feedback/Feedforward

Not all pieces of work are marked in detail. Teachers decide whether work will be assessed against the
appropriate rubric, whether written or verbal guidance will be given, or whether the feedback will be
additional to the rubric. Feedback and feedforward should always relate to the learning objective.

Detailed Marking/ Feedback/Feedforward
Teachers focus first and foremost on the learning objectives of the task. The emphasis being on both successes
against the learning objective and improvement needs using the agreed rubrics. When marking in detail
teachers should:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Study the entire piece of work;
Identify examples where the pupil has met the learning objective;
Identify areas of the work which could be improved;
Provide a focused comment based on the rubric which should help the pupil to ‘close the gap’ between
what they have achieved and what they could have achieved.

Student Response
In order for the marking to be formative, the information must be used and acted on by the students. When
work has been marked in detail, time should be given during following lessons for students to read and then
make one focused improvement based on the improvement suggestion.

Marking Styles
A tick and an initial
This might be used when there has been a large amount of teacher input in the lesson or where verbal
feedback is given.

Self-marking/ Self- reflection
Students are encouraged to self-evaluate by identifying their own successes and looking for an improvement
point. This can be guided by the appropriate rubric.

Shared Marking
Teachers sometimes use one piece of work from an unnamed student in another class to mark as a class. This
enables the teacher to model the marking process and teaches particular points at the same time.

Peer Reflection
Once a marking process has been modelled with the class, students sometimes mark work in peer groups to
reflect on their learning and to provide initial feedback. This allows them to develop their own critical
capacity.
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Marking for Literacy
All teachers are language teachers.
All staff promote excellent language usage within their subjects, both orally and within written work.

Marking for Literacy

✔✔

Two ticks show that something is very good.

✔

One tick shows that something is accurate.

⃝

A circle shows you need to work out why, for
yourself
HP

This is used to show that you have made a
homophone error, such as using their instead of
there.

SP

Spelling error – The word will be written out
correctly and must then be practised at least three
times.

CL

CL means a forgotten capital letter.

____

An underlined letter with one line, it means a capital
letter has been used in the wrong place

NP//

Begin a new paragraph.

ns

Begin a new sentence.

ss

Check sentence structure.

?

Meaning is unclear

P

Incorrect punctuation

^

Missing letter or word
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Assessment Frequency
Please see the QAS Assessment Practices and Protocols for details

Monitoring

Heads of Department, the IB Coordinators, and the Learning and Teaching Coordinator are expected to
sample the quality and quantity of marking of work in their subject area. Work samples form part of the
evidence used for whole school and faculty self-evaluation.
The views of pupils about marking, assessment and feedback are also sought as part of the self-evaluation
process.

Parental Involvement
Parents have a considerable contribution to make to students’ success in school. They are strongly encouraged
to review their children’s learning, support students in responding to their teachers’ feedback, create the right
environment and routines at home to enable homework to be completed. Liaison with the school is
encouraged through use of SeeSaw, ManageBac or email.
Assessment grades are also routinely gathered for all students, allowing us to report to parents/carers about
student progress and also identify any performance issues that may have arisen, acting on them accordingly.
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